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Abstract-  
 

Distributed computing is a system that licenses straightforward, all-inclusive and on-time web network to 

a common pool of figuring powers, for example, switches, servers, programming's and administrations that 

can be handily circulated and conveyed with least exertion the board or connection between specialist co-

ops. Distributed computing characterizes the design of new period bringing forth equal processing, 

network registering and representation advancements. Many accept that cloud will change the whole ICT 

industry. This paper completely reviews cloud engineering and issues connected with it. Numerous issues 

are characterized from the setting of distributed computing and furthermore examined similarity issues 

which fundamentally need further innovative work.  
 

Keywords – Cloud Computing, Cloud Architecture, Challenges, AWS, Next Generation Technologies. 
 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Distributed computing has changed the reasoning of modern and logical individuals in numerous ways. 

Limiting the expense, it gives the arrangement of IT framework without any problem. Distributed 

computing is the strategy that is characterized as on request conveyance of IT assets through the web with 

pay-more only as costs arise estimating framework. There are two sorts of individuals required to this 

framework. One of them is a specialist organization and the other one is an endorser. Specialist co-ops are 
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really organization's IT individuals or an outsider or a mix of organization and the outsider. Then again 

supporter might be any individual who takes the administrations from the specialist Co-operation. Cloud 

suppliers give the administration of processing assets like information bases, registering power and 

capacity to the clients where clients need not purchase or become proprietor or keep up with the actual 

information servers and focuses. Clients can get the information facilitated on distributed storage from any 

spot at any time. Having web association with Laptop, Tab, Desktop and Smart Phone, they can oversee or 

embed the information easily on time. The large test of distributed computing is to have rapid web 

association with the gadgets generally.  

   

Individuals of all circles are currently worried about their bigger measure of information which is put away 

in their PCs. They are attempting to figure out a framework where they can store their critical information, 

deal with the information, access the information generally and share that information effectively and 

securely. In this situation, distributed computing is the one and only answer to individuals' anxiety.  
 

Objective of the Paper  
 

1. To Review the cloud architecture.  

2. To study the Challenges and issues in cloud architecture. 
 

 

 

II. Literature Review 
  

(Ennajjar et al., 2014) Security is a critical issue in cloud computing paradigm that affects the widespread 

adoption of cloud computing technology.[5] 

 

(Zhang et al., 2010) Amazon network host service, S3 (Simple Storage Service was broken down for four 

hours in 2010; this incident made people aware of the risks that may be encountered in users data stored in 

cloud.[1] 

 

(Chen et al., 2010; Subashini and Kavita, 2011) one incident related to traditional web application and data 

storage security concerns are still occurring in high profile companies like Google, Microsoft, Twitter and 

Amazon such as data phishing, downtime, data loss, password weakness and compromised hosts running 

bonnet and other threats associated to network and applications.[2] 

 

(Sonali, 2014). Challenges of cloud computing security can be handled practically by performing security 

assessment is discussed. Definition of an architecture ontology approach for secure cloud computing 

discussed.[6] 

 

 (Kevin, 2009). The architecture of cloud comprises a variety of security mechanisms such as storage 

security, access management, network security, and security API. These mechanisms implanted in the 

cloud architecture to endow with secure cloud computing.[4] 

 

(Joel et al., 2012)  Despite the potential gains achieved from the cloud computing, the organizations are 

slow in accepting it due to the following limitations: data loss, data cleaning, account hijacking, less 
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control over the process, insider attacks by the CSP’s, lack of legal aspects, lack of portability/migration 

from one service provider to another, less reliable, lack of audit ability[3] 
 

 

III. Cloud Computing Architecture –  
 

      As of late, Cloud Computing has turned into an arising innovation that acquires wide impact on IT 

frameworks. Distributed computing is a conveyed registering model for empowering administration 

situated, on-request network admittance to quickly versatile assets. Such assets incorporate foundation as a 

help (IaaS), improvement and runtime stages as an assistance (PaaS), and programming and business 

applications as an assistance (SaaS). Clients don't claim the assets, yet applications and information are 

destined to be accessible and pervasively available through Web administrations and Web APIs "in the 

Cloud". In Cloud Computing the word cloud (likewise expressed as "the cloud") is utilized as a similitude 

for "the Internet," so the expression distributed computing signifies "a kind of Internet based registering," 

where various administrations, for example, servers, stockpiling and applications are conveyed to an 

association's PCs and gadgets through the Internet.  

   

 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) - It conveys PC foundation that is virtualized stage as a help 

without purchasing programming and servers. For instance, IaaS suppliers incorporate Amazon EC2  

 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS) - It permits application designers to have their administrations. 

Model: Google's App Engine, Amazon E2C, Microsoft Window Azure  

 

 Storage as a Service (SaaS) The actual application is given by the specialist organization. 

Programming can be utilized as a help over the  
 

 
Figure 1 (Architecture Of Cloud Computing)[7] 
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3.1. Types of Clouds 

 
       In distributed computing assets are recovered from the web through online devices and applications. 

This permits the clients to work remotely on the grounds that the cloud can be utilized as the "Web". 

Hence, it isn't handled as conventional reevaluating. It is additionally called Massive Computing. In this 

the designation of use should be dynamic. There is a compelling reason for the need to introduce any sort 

of equipment and programming. The objective of distributed computing is to allow the clients to get 

information from every one of the advancements, applications with no profound information about them. 

In distributed computing design, there is no need of high-power PC to run online applications. In 

distributed computing design, the applications, information and administrations all are put away in cloud 

by means of web and run the applications and put away information by conveying the product assets as on-

request benefits.  
 

 

 
Figure 2(Models of Cloud)[6] 

  

1. Public Cloud - It can be shared by different associations. Like - Amazon, Google. Public 

Computing application stockpiling is made accessible to all associations. This is otherwise 

called "Outer Cloud". Assets are progressively dispersed over the web by means of web 

administration.  

 

2. Private Cloud - This Cloud framework is devoted to a particular association and can't be 

imparted to another association. Confidential cloud is safer and more costly as contrast 

with public cloud and other obfuscating modes.  

 

3. Hybrid Cloud - It is mix of Public and Private Cloud and furthermore made out of in 

excess of two obfuscating modes. Association might have basic applications on open cloud 

or confidential cloud that is thoroughly relying upon requests. In a half breed cloud, some 

portion of the applications, administration foundation processed in private mists while the 

leftover part processed out in the open mists. 
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4. Community Cloud - A community cloud is a multi tenet cloud type that is shared among 

multiple organizations whether managed by internally or by a third party. It is a hybrid 

form of private cloud  
 

  

3.2. Layers of Cloud Architecture           
            Distributed computing design is additionally called as "Layered registering model". Distributed 

computing design can be partitioned into four layers that is equipment layer, foundation layer, stage layer, 

application layer  

 

 Hardware Layer - Actual assets of the cloud are overseen by it. Controlling actual servers, 

switches, switches and power framework is the obligation of equipment layer. The execution of the 

equipment layer is given in server farm. This server farm contains a few servers that are 

interconnected through switches and switches. A few issues arise in equipment layer including 

adaptation to non-critical failure, equipment design, traffic the executives and assets the board. 

 

 Infrastructure Layer - It is additionally called the "Virtualization layer". It is a fundamental part of 

distributed computing. Framework layer in light of key elements, for example, dynamic asset task 

that is accessible through virtualization innovation. Framework layer makes the assortment of 

registering and stockpiling assets and segment the actual assets by utilizing virtualization 

strategies.  

 

 Platform Layer - Platform Layer is comprised of working framework and application structure. It is 

based on the top of the framework layer. The fundamental idea of stage layer is to limit the above 

of conveying application straightforwardly into VM compartments. For instance, Google App 

Engine works at the stage layer to dispense API upholds for executing information stockpiling of 

various web application  

 

 Application Layer - It is based on a high degree of cloud design. It is made out of genuine cloud 

application. Cloud applications have fundamental highlights to accomplish better execution, lower 

working expense, accessibility and versatility. Subsequently this design is more secluded than other 

engineering (conventional design). Approximately coupled ideas are utilized in each layer. This 

design license distributed computing to convey a wide scope of utilization necessities while 

diminishing generally speaking above.  
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Figure 3(Layers of Cloud Architecture)[7] 

 

IV. Challenges of Cloud Computing 
  

Here, is the rundown of difficulties of Cloud Computing:  

 

1. Reliability and Availability - Since the vast majority of the organizations are currently subject to 

cloud administration given by the outsider, cloud framework ought to be hearty, dependable and 

accessible.  

 

2. Security and Privacy - Security and Privacy of information is the fundamental test of distributed 

computing. It tends to be feasible to defeat by utilizing encryption, security equipment as well as 

security applications.  

 

3. Interoperability - It implies that the application on one stage ought to combine administrations from 

different stages.  

 

4. Cost - Cost ought to be limited for the gigantic number of clients. Be that as it may, it could be a 

huge test for the cloud suppliers.  

 

5. Portability - Migration of any application from one cloud supplier to another supplier is one more test 

of distributed computing.  

 

6. Down time - It is the typical difficulty of distributed computing since no cloud supplier guarantees a 

stage that is totally liberated from down time.  

 

7. Lack of resources - It is additionally one of the 

significant difficulties experienced by the cloud supplier. 
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8. Processing Performance - To get the greatest figuring execution, having high bandwidth is a must. 

Since network data transfer capacity is high, the cost is additionally high 

 

 

V. Issues of Cloud Architecture   
   

As of recently in this paper we characterized pretty much every one of the different designs, 

arrangement models and benefits of utilizing distributed computing administrations. Anyway, as all new 

innovation shows up, it carries with it a few issues which might end up being heartbreaking on the off 

chance that not taken care of the greatest worries about distributed computing are security and protection. 

Giving pivotal classified information to one more organization gives butterflies to certain individuals. 

Corporate clients will delay somewhat in embracing cloud administrations as they can't protect their 

organization's data. Anyway, organizations offering distributed computing administration counter contend 

to this say that they live and kick the bucket by their notorieties. Clients pay these organizations as they are 

dependable in safety efforts. If not, they would lose their clients. It's their focus to offer the best types of 

assistance to their clients. Protection is another element. As this information is gotten transport to any area, 

it's conceivable the client's protection could be compromised. One method for addressing this issue is the 

utilization of appropriate validation procedures. Another arrangement is to give approval - so every client 

can get to just the information and applications pertinent to their work. Replication time and expenses 

additionally assume a significant part. How quickly the information at any point could be repeated is 

significant for information versatility. Unwavering quality is an issue. Servers in the cloud can have 

similar issues as the association's occupant servers. Personal times can happen with cloud servers as well.  
 

 

 VI. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper we have examined another wave in the field of data innovation: distributed computing. We 

have additionally portrayed its design, benefits and a few issues. There is no question that distributed 

computing is the improvement pattern for what's in store. We can have roughly endless registering 

capacities, adaptability, pay-per-use, etc. In any case, this wave actually needs to determine a portion of its 

current issues with sincerity.  
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